
WALLOONS & HUGUENOTS IN CANTERBURY
A SHORT TOUR WITH MICHAEL H PETERS
Please refer to the map to identify the locations

1 The south-east transept of the cathedral houses the Chantry of the Black Prince - a side chapel of  
the crypt where every Sunday at 3pm a religious service takes place in French. 

 This tradition dates back to 1576 when  Protestant refugees from the Low Countries  (French-
speaking Walloons, whose traditional dialect was Walq) were granted by Queen Elizabeth the right to 
hold services in the adjoining western crypt (accessible from the main entrance to the cathedral). 
On the arches of the main crypt, fragments of cartouches still display extracts from the Bible in  
French.  The easiest to identify is in the north colonnade, on the west face of the 3 rd arch, counting 
from the west end – Matthew XXVI v 40-41 – Christ's words in Gethsemane:

"Est-il possible que vous n'ayez pu veiller une heure avec moi ?
Veillez et priez, que vous n'entriez point en tentation;

car l'esprit est prompt, mais la chair est faible” 

Congregating  here  from  various  ports:  Dover,  Sandwich,  Winchelsea  etc,  the  refugees  were  
permitted to reside in the city provided that they were self-sufficient in all respects – housing, trade, 
schools & care for their poor, sick & elderly.  Hence, contrary to popular belief, their community had 
perforce to include every trade and occupation - they were not just weavers.  As foreigners they were  
not  allowed to buy property,  but  they rented homes & workplaces  in  all  quarters  of  the  city.   
Within a few years the community numbered between 2,000 & 3,000 – about one third of the  
city's population.

In the late 17th the Walloon community was joined by Huguenots from France, fleeing persecution;   
the congregation in the cathedral crypt swelled once again.   See separate notes 

As the  centuries  passed,  integration  with the  English  led to  shrinkage  of  this  French-speaking  
community &, in the 1820s, the congregation withdrew to the south aisle of the crypt (where, beside 
a window, is a marble plaque commemorating Rev J A Martin, who reinvigorated the church.  In the 
darker  part  of  this  aisle  –  eastwards  -  arching  over  the  main  passage  across  the  crypt,  is  a  
polychrome painting with an inscription from Psalm 73

Tu me conduiras par Ton Conseil et puis Tu me recevras dans la Gloire

This faces the door to the Black Prince's Chantry, where the congregation has been gathering since 
the 1890s.  There is no similar survival through more than 4 centuries anywhere else in Britain – a 
unique  phenomenon,  which a  former  Dean of  Canterbury called  “a jewel  in  the  crown of  the  
cathedral”. 

UPSTAIRS

1(a) At the east end of the cathedral beyond the choir, where the shrine of Thomas Becket used to be, 
stands the tomb of The Black Prince, at whose instigation this Chantry was modernised in the 14 th 
century.  Nearby lies an utterly simple tomb – plain smooth cement – identified by a plaque on the 
adjoining pillar - housing the remains of Odet de Coligny – a unique phenomenon - a Cardinal who 
supported the cause of the Huguenots, led by his brother Admiral Gaspard de Coligny.  Like tens of 
thousands of others, Odet came here to escape trouble at home &, like them, he has remained.



1(b) At the other end of the building, in the north-west corner of the nave is a wall monument to 
Adrian de Saravia, who was born in Flanders (Artois) in 1532 & died here in 1612.  He was a  
member of the First Westminster Company responsible for the translation of the opening books of 
the Authorized version of  the  Bible  (1611)  -  Genesis  –  Kings  II  inclusive.   An  accomplished  
linguist, de Saravia was the only foreigner involved in this enterprise, adapting the masterpieces of 
William Tyndale & Miles Coverdale.

1(c) In the north allée of the cloisters lies a ledger stone
commemorating J.  Gast  Lavaure “Pasteur of the Walloon  
Church” 1699 - 1733 - one of four pasteurs serving the 
thousands of Huguenots flooding into Canterbury during the 
reign of Queen Anne following the path first trodden by the 
Walloons 100 years earlier.

AN EYE WITNESS REPORT
FROM 1867 – a century & a half ago

The visitor to the cathedral, in passing through the Under Croft, has usually pointed out to him the apartment 
still used as “the French Church”.  It is walled off from the crypt in the south side-aisle; & through the 
windows which overlook the interior the arrangements of the place can easily be observed.  It is plainly fitted  
up with pews, a pulpit, & precentor's desk like a dissenting place of worship; & indeed it is a dissenting place 
of worship, though forming part of the High cathedral of Canterbury.  The place also contains a long table, at  
which the communicants sit when receiving the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, after the manner of the 
Geneva brethren.

Here  the  worship  still  continues  to  be  conducted  in 
French, & the psalms are sung to the old Huguenot tunes, 
almost  within  sound of  the  high choral  service  of  the 
Established Church of England overhead.  “Here,” says 
the German Dr. Pauli, “the early refugees celebrated the 
services of their church; & here their descendants, who 
are now reduced to a very small number, still carry on 
their Presbyterian mode of worship in their own tongue, 
immediately  below  the  south  aisle  of  the  high  choir, 
where the Anglican ritual is observed in all its prescribed 
form - a noble & touching concurrence, the parallel to 
which cannot be met  in  any other  cathedral  church in 
England.”

The French church at Canterbury would doubtless long since have become extinct, like the other churches of 
the refugees, but for an endowment of about £200 a year, which has served to keep it alive.  The members do 
not now amount to more than twenty, of whom two are elders & four deacons.  But though the church has  
become reduced to a mere vestige & remnant of what it was, it nevertheless serves to mark an epoch of  
memorable importance to England.  

Samuel Smiles “The Huguenots” 1867 Chap VI pp149/50



2 The  pargetted  front  of  the  former  Crown Inn  (now Café Nero)  is  dated  1573 –  when Queen  
Elizabeth, celebrating her 40th birthday, visited this city.  Staying at the Crown was an ambassador 
from the French court  making preliminary moves in the courtship between Elizabeth & Prince  
Henry of Anjou, heir-presumptive to the French throne.  The mutual objective of the two nations was 
to forge an alliance against the Hapsburgs of Vienna & Madrid.  For Elizabeth & her ministers it  
seems, real-politik trumped religion.  Elizabeth had made England a Protestant country, but she was 
not averse to courting a French prince whose brother King Charles IX was at war, more or less  
continually,  with  the  Huguenots,  his  own  protestant  subjects,  thousands  of  whom  had  been  
massacred  in  the  previous  year.   After  Charles's  death,  Prince  Henry  ascended  the  throne  &  
spasmodic civil wars against the Huguenots continued.  The Anglo-French courtship was taken up by 
Henry's  younger  brother  Hercules  (renamed Francis)  a  supporter  of  the  Huguenot  cause.   The  
French Prince visited our Queen twice during their 11 year courtship, which ended only with his  
death in  1584.   Elizabeth wrote to his grieving mother expressing how much she was looking  
forward to meeting the prince again in heaven.

3(a) In the 1890s Number 39 High Street  
was used a school for weavers – young
women trained by Miss Constance Philpotts
& Miss Edith Holmes – hence perhaps the
big window facing the street on the first
floor – the weaving process requires plenty
of light.

3(b) By 1897 the school had transferred to
the building beside the river so popular with 
artists & photographers, & still known today 
as “the Weavers”

In preceding centuries, weavers were at work throughout the city, but the links are perpetuated here 
because in this beautiful old building the industry enjoyed its last sustained flourish barely 100 years 
ago.  

4 In Turnagain Lane we find a rare survival - a set of weavers windows visible from the street.  

The illustration shows another set at 27 North Lane – the
road running northwards from the Westgate towers,
parallel to the river.

All looms required good light – hence such windows as these
would have been widespread in the city.  As autumn began &
daylight hours reduced, the day came when weavers required
candles & tapers to be lit before the end of the working day;
emphasising the bilingual trend evolving in the immigrants'
language, this turning point each year was called à la mèche
day. 

In the 1580s at one of several  successive peaks of Walloon immigration, there were about  800  
looms in the city; we know the numbers because, upon each loom, the City Council levied 3 pence 
each  year.   From 1589  because  of  native  antagonism to  the  foreigners'  thriving  trade,  a  City  
ordinance laid down that no alien was allowed to keep more than 3 looms in his house.  This rule 
was largely ignored.

Numbers of immigrants in the city rose & fell: as conditions eased in the war zones, there were lulls 
in the pace of immigration & the incomers moved away.

In the 1680s at the height of the Huguenot influx, (a full century after the Walloons had arrived in 
great numbers) the number of looms in Canterbury grew again to about 1,000.



5 In the mid-1570s Queen Elizabeth & her Council (including the Archbishop) gave thought to which 
of Canterbury's churches should be made available to the growing numbers of immigrants.  Perhaps 
it was not by chance that the choice fell upon St Alphege's: from amongst all the churches in the city 
her Majesty might have remembered this particular building just across the street from the great hall 
of the Archbishop's palace where, in 1573, she had attended a grand banquet honouring her birthday.

The Anglican congregation ordered to share St Alphege's with the refugees must have gone through 
a testing time; within a year the numbers of “strangers” had grown so great that they were transferred  
to a far larger space – the crypt of the cathedral – which, since the Reformation, had more or less 
fallen into disuse.

6 At  the  far  end  of  the  street,  beside  the  river,  was  the  former  friary of  the  Dominicans  -  the  
Blackfriars,  part  of  which had been let  to a local  inhabitant  who was involved in the weaving  
industry.  With its former refectory - a hall & undercroft (6) still extant, plus the former dormitory, 
pulled down long ago, & the former guest hall, (9) still to be seen across the river, the complex  
would have made a suitable gathering place for new arrivals – a kind of informal reception centre.  

7 In 1627 the city was visited by Claude de Jongh who made drawings of the Blackfriars refectory & 
their  ruined  church  (flanking  pictures  below)   The  views  from the  bridge  along the  river  are  
reminiscent of the Walloon homeland in Flanders.

8 In the late 17th century the Blackfriars gate stood here (depicted above & in the panel high up on the 
corner building.   Its shape & location are marked by coloured bricks in the roadway.)
It was the subject of a legal dispute between the city fathers & John Peters who claimed the right to 
shut this gate to his Blackfriars property each night.  John lost.  Had he won, this road now called 
The Friars  would be as  private  as  the  equivalent  entrance to  the Greyfriars across  the  street  –  
accessed nowadays only through the extra door beside the shop at number 54 St Peter's Street –  
“Third Eye”

9 From about 1575 the Guest Hall of the Blackfriars became the Weavers Hall - where the weavers' 
(native English & incomers) gathered & brought their cloth to be examined by an officer appointed 
by the city council; in the early days, when the Walloons were flooding in, he charged a fee of just 
two pence before applying the official seal of approval.  Charges & regulations imposed by the city 
fathers varied as time passed.  Originally the governing body was the Weavers Company in the City 
of London but by the 1630s the Canterbury weavers began to crave independence – yet  40 years  
passed before the local company was established – in 1676 shortly before the full flow of Huguenots 
arrived.  

View  from  Blackfriars  
Bridge  1627.  Ruined 
Church in foreground

Blackfriars  cloister  & 
refectory 1627.  West end  
of ruined church on left



To those with energy left I offer three points which have no particular relevance to this story but which may  
be of interest because they are off the main track for tourists:

10 The Abbott's Mill – one of several in the city - was burnt down in 1933.
The mill race still survives (astride the river beside the Miller's Arms) 

           The street leading to point 11 marks the line of the city wall

11 This district, known as St Radigund's, takes its name
from the lodging of the Abbott of St Radigund's
Abbey near Dover – the majestic timber-framed
Wealden hall which still stands here.  Apart from  
the floor inserted long ago in the hall at first floor
level, the original form of the building is 
recognisable following extensive restoration.
The magnificent roof structure over the hall is of
particular interest.

Nearby, the city wall (unlike most of the other
sections still skirting the old city) has retained much 
of its old material – including good Kentish
ragstone laid here by the Romans nearly 2000 years
ago.  This now provides one wall for the former
church of St Mary whose predecessor used to stand
over the North gateway to the city – see below

12 Northgate followed the route of the Roman street,
but it was diverted in 11th century by Archbishop
Lanfranc to enlarge the precincts of his cathedral
priory.

Adjoining the diverted street, the old stone
gateway to the Mint Yard takes its name from a
mint where coins were forged long ago.  
This gateway is an entrance to the precincts of
the cathedral & the King's School, which some
claim is the oldest in the world with a continuous
history of over 1400 years. 

Around  the  corner,  where  the  Archbishop's  stables  used  to  be  (Staple  Gate  on  the  map,  now  
called Cobden Place) is Sir John Boys's house, which became lop-sided long ago when someone  
removed a chimney stack.  Behind it, until 1912, stood 2 cottages owned by the French Walloon 
Church, where this short tour began.

Further information is available on the website of the French Protestant Church of Canterbury. 

Michael H Peters
August 2013



WALLOONS & HUGUENOTS IN CANTERBURY

SOME NOTES ON THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

England 

 King Henry VIII of England married Catherine, a princess of Spain, sister of the heiress to the 
Spanish Empire.

 Years later, when Henry wanted a divorce he asked the Pope, who refused permission – cynics point 
out that, while the Pope was making up his mind, Rome was sacked by the marauding troops of 
Catherine's nephew Emperor Charles V.

 Faced with this refusal, Henry broke away from the church of Rome & England became a Protestant 
country.

The Hapsburgs

 So vast were the Hapsburg realms governed by Charles V across Europe, the far East & the 
Americas  that having acceded to the throne at the age of 18, Charles abdicated, worn out at the age 
of 55.

 Charles's realms were divided: his brother Ferdinand became Holy Roman Emperor - the  role 
inherited from their grandfather Emperor Maximilian

 In western Europe the patrimony of Charles's & Ferdinand's parents – their father's territories in the 
Low Countries & their mother's Spanish Empire - were passed to Philip, Charles's son.

England & Spain

 Meanwhile in England, under King Henry's young son Edward VI, Protestantism advanced but.....

 …....from 1553, the church of Rome resumed ascendancy in England after Edward was succeeded 
by his half-sister Mary, the child of Henry's divorced Queen, the Spanish princess Catherine.

 Mary married her first-cousin-once-removed Philip of Spain, who, like his father, was a zealous 
adherent to the church of Rome.  After 5 short years on the throne, Mary died leaving England to 
resume a Protestant path under her half-sister Elizabeth

 Meanwhile, Philip's vain attempts to suppress the Christian Reformation in the Low Countries led to 
violent persecution & rebellion.
His subjects hard a stark choice:
◦ conform to the old religion
◦ risk imprisonment - or worse
◦ leave the country

 Fierce political & religious emnity between Elizabeth & her ex-brother-in-law Philip led to 
Elizabeth's “meddling” on behalf of the Protestant rebels in the Low Countries – including military 
intervention in Flanders & attacks on Spanish ships bringing treasure from the Americas – hence the 
Spanish Armada fleet which was sent to invade England - Philip's attempted retaliation.

 Through these years of unremitting turmoil, refugees from Philip's rule were welcome in Protestant 
England – Philip's enemies were England's friends.



WALLOONS & HUGUENOTS IN CANTERBURY

SOME NOTES ON THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

France

 During his reign (1515-47) Francis I strove (sometimes in concert with England's Henry VIII) to 
suppress the overwhelming power of the Hapsburgs – in vain.  Francis ruled France at the outset of 
the Christian Reformation but, like all his dynasty, he adhered to the church of Rome. 

 Henry II ruled France 1547-59 whilst Edward VI & Mary occupied England's throne in succession.   
He died aged 40 following accidental injury at a joust.

 Henry's widow Catherine de Medici strove ruthlessly to retain power through their children – 3 kings 
of France, a Queen of France, a Queen of Spain & a suitor for England's Queen Elizabeth.  
Catherine's ruthless grasp of real-politik was notorious - Sir Philip Sidney of Penshurst Place in Kent 
called her “the Jezebel of our times”

 Contention between Catherine's Royalists & the Huguenots led sometimes by Henry of Navarre, a 
distant cousin of the royal family, developed into 30 years of civil war – the wars of religion.  After  
all Catherine's sons had died, Henry of Navarre succeeded to the throne as King Henry IV - first of 
the Bourbon dynasty.

 In 1598 in his Edict of Nantes, the new king granted some freedom of worship to Huguenots, but this 
enlightened move was reversed during the reigns of Henry's son & grandson.

 In 1610 after King Henry was assassinated in the street, his 8 year-old son became King Louis XIII 
The widowed dowager Queen, Marie de Medici & a series of contending advisers including notably 
Cardinal Richlieu resumed suppression of the Huguenots.

 
 In 1643 after the death of Louis XIII, his 4 year-old son became King Louis XIV.  As in the previous 

reign, suppression of the Huguenots continued - led by the widowed Queen mother, Anne of Austria 
& Cardinal Mazarin.  Having assumed power, the King's stated aim was “to discourage and if 
possible to destroy Protestantism”  The climax came in 1685 when the Edict of Nantes was revoked 
- almost a century after its institution by the King's grandfather – leading to a mass exodus of 
Huguenots from France.  


